Preface

The Rt Hon. The Lord Slynn of Hadley*

The papers published in this book reflect and expand on speeches at a conference held in the Middle Temple on 30 June 2006. It was a warm, friendly, at times jolly, occasion when former colleagues and students of Francis Jacobs met to pay tribute to his work and to celebrate the Knighthood conferred on him on retirement as an Advocate General of the European Court of Justice.

Only a few people’s career in the law in this country have been so devoted to matters European. He began his academic work of course on a broader (or should it be narrower?) basis – jurisprudence at Glasgow and ‘law’ at the London School of Economics. But the attraction of ‘Europe’ for him was evident from the beginning and it is in retrospect not surprising that he felt the urge to work at a European institution. When he was ready for that, however, the European Communities Act 1972 was not in force and so the right place to go, perhaps the only appropriate place for him to go in 1969, was to the Commission of Human Rights of the Council of Europe at Strasbourg. It was there that I first met him during the early cases in which the United Kingdom was a party or an intervener and he was a very valuable contact to ask about the procedures which the English team had to follow and which obviously were very new to us. It was not only appropriate that he went to Strasbourg but also in the long run beneficial for his future work both in the United Kingdom and in Luxembourg. His book jointly with Robin White on the European Convention on Human Rights in 1975, an early contribution on this subject by British lawyers, was widely used and appreciated.1 As the European Court of Justice developed notions of human rights law, his knowledge of the jurisprudence on the Convention, his experience in Strasbourg and his enthusiasm for the subject affected both his teaching and writing and his opinions for the Court of Justice in Luxembourg. That experience, coupled with two years as
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one of J.P. Warner’s Legal Secretaries, between 1972 and 1974, laid the foundations for his future career in the law-making process.

However, human rights law and European law had begun to permeate the law faculties and King’s College, University of London, was one of the leaders in the field. It wisely appointed him Professor of European Law as early as 1974 and as Director of The Centre of European Law in 1981.

Fourteen years of academic work, principally in European law, not only gave him a pre-eminent knowledge and status in the United Kingdom as a European law specialist, but it also meant that he was well known amongst Judges and Advocates General of the Court, many of whom had held academic posts. He was nominated by the United Kingdom and in 1988 appointed as an Advocate General of the Court. He thus arrived at the Court of Justice with a considerable knowledge of the legal structure of the Community and particularly the jurisprudence of the Court and the Court of Human Rights, whereas in the nature of things, Jack Mackenzie Stuart, J.P. Warner and I had largely to pick it up as we went along.

In the following seventeen years he wrote very many opinions, as the chapters in this book demonstrate. But he did more. He was a prodigious participant at conferences in Community law throughout the Community – indeed if conference organizers wanted an Advocate General to contribute, they usually, if not invariably, began by inviting Francis Jacobs. He did it so well that he himself found it difficult to say no. His contribution to law journals and the literature of Community law has been no less voluminous and important. His participation in the production of the Yearbook of European Law, even before his appointment, and in other journals such as the Common Market Law Review, the European Law Review, and the Cahiers de Droit Européen made considerable demands on his time when already he held an appointment itself very demanding. He continued throughout as a member of the Board and Vice-President of the United Kingdom Association for European Law and as a member of the Council of the King’s College Centre.

However, in the end it is to his opinions at the Court that one must turn to see his contribution and the chapters in this book rightly pay warm tribute to that, both as to content and style and originality. I asked when invited to write this Preface whether I should comment on his ‘top ten cases’ and I was told firmly, and rightly, that I should not be concerned about that. The essays spoke for themselves and the editors were in any event going to write a thorough first introductory chapter on the law and King’s was going to do a Festschrift. So in effect I should write a short preface to the man rather than to the book. It is impossible, however, not to say two things. In the first phase of seventeen years in post there are few areas of Community law with which Francis Jacobs did not deal in these opinions and not many fewer where his opinions did not have a significant impact on the law directly or indirectly. That was so whether...
or not the Court wholly followed him. Many of his opinions provided fruitful material for the academic lectures of others – Hag II\(^2\) is a good example – though my own view on first reading his opinion in that case was that his academic opinion in Hag I\(^3\) produced a better result. That, however, was a minority view. Konstantinidis,\(^4\) which Henry Schermers enjoyed lecturing about in a mirthful way; UPA\(^5\) which advocated a loosening of the Plaumann\(^6\) test, a result I had quietly lobbied for since 1981 (thereby shocking the President of the Court who did not approve of the Court reversing its earlier decisions) to no effect except in the case of the Chilean Apples.\(^7\)

In the second place I pay tribute to the quality of the opinions apart of their jurisprudential correctness. His analysis and exposition of the points in issue is admirable and never pedestrian, as sometimes in the process of the domestic law courts one is almost inevitably driven to be. This I think explains why, when I asked him when I was leaving the Court ‘do you want to be considered as a judge?’ he firmly said no. I am sure that temperamentally that was a right decision for him. Moreover, it had the great advantage that he could write in depth, without being unnecessarily diffuse, and at the same time concentrate on the quality of expression (if you like the poetry as well as the clarity). The influence of such writing, exploratory and creative, may have a longer-term effect on the development of the law than the short-term importance of the immediate disposal of the case. In his case the confidence which came from his experience enabled him to be exploratory and creative. For myself I have not yet decided whether it is more agreeable to be ‘in at the kill’ (the judicial process) or to be able to write language and conclusions which afterwards are important in the long term. Francis Jacobs clearly decided this question for himself. Whichever is individually the more agreeable, in Francis’s case being highly respected by his colleagues, he has made an important contribution which is there for the future.

His opinions on the free movement of goods and intellectual property; on free movement of people linked to the principles of human rights law; on taxation and, so important, the concept of the legal system as part of the Constitution of the Community are well known. These and many other cases are analysed by distinguished professors of European law in this book and it is not the function of the Preface writer to repeat them. On any view now that
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he is back here there will be a great deal more for him to write about, if not *ex cathedra*. I anticipate, I hope, I am sure that he will continue to write and to lecture for everyone’s benefit.